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Introduction

The records management program is a management function within the organization that manages the information assets of the organization. An important perspective is that this is not a new area of management. There has always been the need to manage the organization’s information, similar to the centralized control of human resources and the capital assets of the organization. The need to manage information was not generally appreciated in the past because we had paper-based office work, which was difficult to control, repercussions of not managing information properly were not significant, or widely recognized, and there were not the computer solutions available to allow us to manage our records.

Times have certainly changed!

With the need to manage information and records, and with more and more information being created by electronic means, there are computer solutions that can manage this information. These solutions fall under enterprise content management, electronic records management, and/or email management solutions. With these computer applications, we can address the business drivers identified as the four Cs – compliance, cost, collaboration, and (business) continuity.
How to Ensure Information Governance

Organizations need to take a holistic approach to managing their records and information. Policies and processes must address information across the whole enterprise. As email and instant messaging have come into extensive use, we have seen additional policies to support their usage. In the past few years, as social business has become very popular in organizations, we are seeing policies that cover social media that may very well address the use of Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and other social media applications.

In recent years, we have seen technology applied as narrow solutions to achieve the four Cs. There have been isolated efforts to scan paper records, capture emails, create isolated collaboration forums, and manage functional collections of information. This has led to separate repositories of electronic information that hinders the sharing of records and information and their proper management.

There is the need to have a senior executive accountable for the proper management of information across the organization. This is beginning to be recognized. We are seeing higher-level positions in the records management profession, such as directors and vice presidents. Perhaps, shunning the term records management, we are seeing organization setting up information management functions under the senior legal executive, compliance, and information and knowledge management. In many organizations, we are seeing the chief information/technology officer assume broader responsibility encompassing the management of the information, itself. Without accountability, we will not be successful in managing these assets of the organization.

Similar to the human resources and finance functions, organizations need to have information and records management professionals employed in a central function to carry out the responsibilities they need to be done. These professionals need to partner with the legal and IT staff to ensure that information is managed in a way to achieve compliance and ediscovery requirements. With social media becoming so prevalent in organization, records management professionals must also team with the communication professionals. Professionals are required to support policy development and maintenance, oversight of the information management systems, legal research, coordination of ediscovery, and disclosure demands and the development of standards, procedures and guidelines. There may, very well, be continued central physical records storage activities.

Figure 1. Organization Structure for Information Governance.

With the current business trends of big data, mobility, social media, and cloud computing, the management of electronic records is even more critical than ever!
Controlled Vocabulary

For organizations to achieve the need to collaborate and share information, it is critical that they develop information management structures and terminology that everyone can understand and use. This will promote a common understanding of the information holdings; lead to better information management; will support the retrieval of information from throughout the organization and from years previous; and provide a user-friendly means for employees to work with their information.

How to Create a Classification Scheme

The information and records classification scheme is a management control structure that represents a controlled vocabulary structure. Here, again, a classification scheme for information and records is not unique. We have comparable structures in human resources – the organization chart and finance – the chart of accounts. It is interesting, the organization chart and the chart of accounts have been around, and have been accepted for so long that we take them for granted and don’t appreciate the benefits that they provide.

There are two highly recognized means of setting up an organization’s classification scheme. One approach is to identify the primary functions of the organization. Some functions could be very large so you can create sub-functions.

Below the functions and sub-functions, you identify the activities and/or processes that support the functions. Once you have these established, you identify the record categories, often called records series, which are created and used by these activities and processes.

The second means of building your classification scheme is by identifying the organizational divisions, departments, and sections within the organization. Using this approach, many people just take their organizational chart and use that structure.

The functional approach is recommended because there is little change in the functions of the organization and we know that divisions, departments, and section change all the time so that there is more maintenance involved with this approach.

Guidance on developing classification schemes is provided from a number of sources:

- ISO 15489: Information and documentation — Records management — Part 1: General (the international standard on records management)
- Victorian (Australia) Electronic Records Strategy (VERS) – developed by Public Record Office Victoria to provide leadership and direction in the management of digital records
- MoReq2010® Modular Requirements for Records Systems, Volume 1 Core Services & Plug-in Modules, Version 1.0

There are two major standards for taxonomies and controlled vocabulary design and maintenance: ISO 25964 or ANSI/NISO Z39.19 2005.
ISO 25964 (Information and documentation – Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies – available for purchase from national standards agencies and from www.iso.org) is an international standard published in two parts: Part 1, published in 2011, covers the construction and maintenance of thesauri for information retrieval. Part 2, published in 2012, covers guidance for managing interoperability between different vocabularies – for example, where information needs to be combined from systems using different taxonomies.

ISO 25964 is a major new development and replaces ISO 5964 (1985) and ISO 2788 (1986) which covered the construction of monolingual and multilingual thesauri, respectively. The older standards were very much focused on thesauri production in a print-dominated environment, typically in a library context. ISO 25964 is a radical re-casting of the standards to cater for standardization and interoperability in a complex digital environment where information needs to be exchanged and combined across multiple systems.

The second standard is ANSI/NISO Z39.19 2005 (Guidelines for the construction, format, and management of monolingual controlled vocabularies – available for free download from www.niso.org/standards/index.html). The National Information Standards Organization (NISO) is a non-profit US association accredited by the American National Standards Institute to support information management.

ANSI/NISO Z39.19 was first developed in 1974, at the same time as the first edition of ISO 2788. It is important to understand that it is a completely independent standard from the ISO standard. There is broad alignment through regular sharing of working documents between the national and international drafting committees, and national standards committees are represented on the international standards committee.

Like the organization chart and the chart of accounts, the classification scheme needs to be maintained and updates and improvements should be made as new concerns arise from employees, auditing staff and external sources. However, a systematic approach is required. I use the analogies of wanting to hire a person for an assistant position to my director, or vice president, role or wanting to add a miscellaneous golf expense account to my function’s budget. Clearly, if that assistant position or expense account have not been previously recognized and approved, there is very little likelihood that my wishes will be met. However, there are mechanisms in place to have such a position or account created if you can justify the logic and need for them. This is exactly what is needed with the records classification to manage our records.

![Figure 2. Records Classification Scheme](image-url)
How to Develop a Metadata Model

For decades, we have been applying indexing terms to information and records so that we could manage and retrieve them. During this time, we were limited by the amount of information we could put on folder and box labels and even the old 4 X 6 inch cards. We did not have a means of searching on these indexing terms.

Currently, we talk about applying metadata and we have the computer applications that can capture this information and allow us to sort and search on this metadata (indexing terms). With the technology, we can apply an unlimited number of metadata to our information and records. It is important to appreciate that while we may want all of this descriptive information, we must limit the burden placed on the organization’s staff. Therefore, it’s key to identify what metadata can be captured from our computer systems and associated computer applications without the input of the users.

Organizations need to develop a metadata model that will be used throughout the organization. A metadata model is a collection of approved descriptive elements that will be used to manage and retrieve information and records throughout the organization. Currently, there are government identities and businesses who are doing exactly this.

Guidance on developing metadata models is also provided from the sources provided below:

- ISO 15489; Information and documentation — Records management — Part 1: General (the international standard on records management)
- Victorian (Australia) Electronic Records Strategy (VERS) – developed by Public Record Office Victoria to provide leadership and direction in the management of digital records
- MoReq2010® Modular Requirements for Records Systems, Volume 1 Core Services & Plug-in Modules Version 1.0.

There is also an international standard referred to as the Dublin Core. The Dublin core is a metadata standard designed to describe all forms of information resources for the purposes of management and discovery.
The term “Dublin” comes from the Dublin Ohio where OCLC, a library consortium, hosted a 1995 workshop to develop a simple set of standardized metadata elements for information resource description. The metadata standard became independent of OCLC in 2008 and is managed by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI – www.dcmi.org).

At its base, Dublin Core comprises only 15 metadata elements, all of which are optional, and may be repeated (for example, the “Subject” element would be repeated for each facet in your taxonomy).

The simplicity of the standard was critical for its widespread adoption and its flexibility in application has resulted in its adoption as a basis for other metadata standards. It became an ISO standard in 2006 (ISO 15836). Work is ongoing to extend the metadata set for differing purposes, and provide guidance on the interpretation, usage, and encoding of metadata elements.

Adoption of a metadata standard like Dublin Core not only supports exchange of data across different systems, but it can also help in the large-scale migration of data across different generations of system.

A wonderful feature about computer applications is that they can force the application of metadata and only the approved terms (referred to as controlled vocabularies). Fields can be designed in the computer applications and drop down menus and check lists can be presented to only allow the provided terms to be used.

New Ways of Working

Employees need to appreciate the importance of information and records. This has always been important but with the current business drivers, identified above, it can no longer be ignored. A situation that demonstrates this lack appreciation is when an employee leaves the organization, the employee’s computer, and, perhaps, their laptop is simply reformatted and given to another employee. You wonder why the previous employee was paid at all. Didn’t they create important information and records that needed to be retained and managed?

Information and records can no longer be considered just the byproducts of office, and other, work. Information and records are evidence that organizations are meeting their compliance requirements and achieving their own business and ethics standards. Information and records are created and used to support the strategic goals of the organization. Staff needs to understand why their work product, information and records, is needed and the value to themselves and their organizations of properly managing that work product.

I have observed office work for a long time and have recognized that it is generally carried out in a reactive mode. Office workers created their work and, then, simply dump it on their C: drives or shared drives, or let emails get buried in their email inbox or sent folders - this results in their work product becoming lost or, at least, difficult to find. It is recognized that employees waste substantial time and effort looking for information and records they had previously created or received.

Employees should work in a proactive way. When they first create or receive information, they should do something with it quickly – either destroy it, if it has no value to the organization, or capture it in an ECM/ERM system repository where it will be properly managed and available for quick retrieval and use.
Technology

Computer applications exist that can help the organization manage its information and records. These records management solutions provide the following functionality:

- Capture and scanning management
- Classification/file plan management
- Retention and disposition management
- Access and library management
- Storage management
- Email, and other communication, management

These applications can manage both electronic and physical records. They provide powerful search capabilities to enable employees to find information previously captured, from other locations and divisions and across all information formats. Information and records that have no value to the organization are destroyed promptly, in the normal course of business.

Organizations have often found that they have a number of different records management solutions across their locations or divisions. This has resulted in different RM repositories that do not allow information to be shared. Organizations need to standardize on one ERM solution, often a suite of applications, and use it across their functions and locations. There are also now enterprise search functionality which will enable the retrieval of records and information from different systems and repositories.

How to Bring About Change Management

Employees must gain an appreciation for the importance of the information and records they create and use. Here, again, this is not something new. However, the consequences of failure can lead to jail time, substantial fines and sanctions against the organization, negative impact on the organization’s reputation, lost revenues, and have an impact on the bottom financial line.

Senior management need to communicate to staff, and demonstrate, the need to create, or change, the culture of good governance and compliance. Regular communications and education are important. Using ERM solutions to manage information and records will provide, both, a consistent process for handling information and records and the tools to monitor and enforce proper information management practices.

Employees certainly need to be educated on the adverse consequences of poor records management. At the same time, they need to be educated on the benefits that they will experience, themselves. Dealing with information and records in a structured way, working with the organization’s classification scheme and control vocabularies, makes it easier for staff. If these instruments are well thought out, intuitive and clearly understood by the staff, individuals will not have to “reinvent the wheel,” waste time and thought on how to describe and handle information and records. Recently, I was talking to a Partner at a law firm that was introducing an electronic document records management system (EDRM). His most potent comment was: “I just want to be able to find my records.” Employees should concentrate on being creative and contributing to the success of the organization, instead of trying to decide what jargon they should apply and trying to decide where it should be stored.

There are real benefits to employees working in a proactive manner (as discussed above). I have observed frustration and anxiety experienced by staff looking and hunting for files on their C: drives, shared drives and email inboxes, especially when a boss, or other person, is standing over them demanding it immediately.

With the current business trends of big data, mobility, social media, and cloud computing, the management of electronic records is even more critical than ever!
Over the past decade, there has been a “perfect storm” of change driven by mobile, social, and cloud technologies. These changes were first evident in the consumer sector. In the course of a decade we went from an environment in which very few people used or cared about technology outside of the context of work to one in which technology is everywhere and virtually everyone has access to it. Ten years ago, the most innovative technology a person had was normally handed out by central IT casting when one took a job. Now, those cutting edge technologies are more likely to be at home. It was only a matter of time before these experiences started moving from the consumer sector to the enterprise. The “applification” and “consumerization” of the enterprise is revolutionizing the way we think about enterprise information and IT – and the kinds of skills we need within our organizations.

The paper notes that over the past few decades, the focus of enterprise IT across multiple technology transitions has been the construction of “Systems of Record” – essentially the initial digitization of paper-based records and processes. Initially, these Systems of Record created competitive advantage for those who implemented them before their competitors: But no longer. Per Moore, organizations are now focused on taking the next step. They are focused on applying the lessons of the consumer world, and building Systems of Engagement – systems to connect, engage, and automate relationships with their partners, their customers, and their employees.

Records created and managed through systems of record are not going away. These records and information can be characterized as relatively standard, slow to change, and consistent. Sound records management principles and practices will serve us well into the future managing this content.

Records created and managed through systems of engagement have quite different characteristics – they are dynamic and can have little metadata associated with them to enable their easy management.

**How to Manage Social Media**

How you manage social media takes on a number of considerations. Understanding the organization’s need for compliance, effectiveness, efficiency, and business continuity; records management professionals must be part of the communication strategy team to assist in the decision on whether particular applications should be used or not. A critical issue is whether the records and information is stored on the systems of the organization or the systems and repositories of 3rd-party, external service providers. If it is the latter, it is extremely difficult for the organization to manage the records and information. If the 3rd-party provider keeps everything for long periods of time, there goes our 3-year or 10-year retention policy.

From this, managing social media comes down to information governance in developing the appropriate policies and then training users on what information can be created and communicated with social media applications. As has been the practice with emails and instant messaging, it may come down whether we can simply capture the content for access and monitoring purposes within the organization.

**Conclusion**

Information and records are key assets of the organization that needs to be managed. This has never been so true than at this time as organizations need to respond to the current business trends of big data, mobility, cloud computing, and social media.

We covered a number of topics in this Briefing; including “How to” for information governance, creating a classification scheme, developing a metadata model, bringing about change management, and managing social media. We also discussed the critical topics of controlled vocabulary, new ways of working, and technology.

Turn to the next page for information about how you can really get into the “How To” of managing your electronic records.
AIIM’s Electronic Records Management Training Courses

AIIM offers online and classroom instruction covering the many in-depth topics of what electronic records management is. Successful students achieve the ERM Practitioner designation.

The ERM Practitioner program covers the lifecycle of records and related concepts such as classification schemes, metadata, security, retention, and disposal. The new course also includes changes in the vendor landscape; increased focus on email capture and retention; expanded focus on new content types such as wikis and blogs; and new best practices and standards. The course also provides additional focus on taxonomies; migration technologies for moving away from shared drives; auto-categorization to develop and maintain taxonomies, and auto-classification to extract metadata.

AIIM offers online and classroom instruction on the implementation of an ERM environment within your organization. This environment consists of policies, procedures, people, and technology. The successful students achieve the ERM Specialist designation.

The ERM Specialist Training Program covers global best practices for ERM implementation according to ISO 15489-2 and related processes such as business and systems analysis, developing a business case, business and system requirements, project management, and roll out. You will also gain knowledge on advanced topics including enterprise ERM and emerging issues. We do recommend that you take the ERM Practitioner course before starting the ERM Specialist course.

AIIM offers classroom instruction covering both the Practitioner and Specialist courses, with the submission of a required case study, with students achieving the ERM Master designation.

The ERM Master Training Program comprises the main elements from the previous two training programs in addition to a case study exercise. No prior participation in other tracks is required to enroll. The course provides complete coverage of electronic records management for professionals working in both the public and private sector.

Participants will use their newly gained knowledge to plan, design, and implement an ERM project based on case study exercises and expertise learned from the Strategic, Practitioner, and Specialist Course programs.

Successfully Manage Your Electronic Records. Start Today.
Master Preparation Workshop

Allows individuals who have already completed the Practitioner and Specialist Certificate Programs to discuss, share, and learn global best practices for ERM. The ERM Master Preparation Workshop is a highly interactive workshop that enables you to learn, share and discuss global best practices for ERM. The course provides a summary of the main elements from the Strategic, Practitioner, and Specialist training courses in addition to additional information, exercises, and case studies.

These courses are designed for:

- Business analysts
- IT Management
- Technical staff
- Record Management professionals and personnel
- Business Unit (line staff & management)
- Implementation team - IT and business
- Suppliers, Solution Providers, Vendors
- Executives
- Change agents
- Users

This training supports the AIIM Certified Information Professional (CIP) Certification covering the area of risk/liability focus, in particular, but also the areas of knowledge of value focus, governance focus, and social focus.

For more information on the Certified Information Professional Certification, click on:
http://www.aiim.org/certification

For more information on the ERM training, click on:

Or, email AIIM at: training@aiim.org
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